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And as to       as       as to       as to



why we sometimes       why sometimes we



whether it is or not       whether it is       whether



which to us is       to us       which is



in this place       in this       this place



where everything





Because to       because       because       because to 



when there is no reason why it should not



and all we can imagine       all that we can imagine



what it does       what it does       what it is in its nature to do



or       or



to see where       to see if

in this place       in this       this place



knowing       knowing of course       knowing



as if we were not surrounded





Of       of the       of



the hold it has



and the diff erence       the diff erence in       the diff erence between

however       however it happened       in what way



what coming       or coming together       what coming



in which the question       the questions       in which the question       of 
or about

why when we       why       why when       when we



of the many that       of the many who



any of which       any one of which



and reaching the point that



what we need to remember       what it is important to       what we have 
to remember



every       every moment       every       every





What we do       without thinking       what we do       as a matter of course       
without thinking



in the way       in the way that



this constant



and where       where it belongs       what is natural to it       comes easily

is content       at peace with itself       with itself       with       with



which is why



it is       it is in the nature of it       the nature of it       it is       it is

of the many possible       of the many       the many possible 

as if from       from       or out of

for there to be       to be       for there to be



which would by now       by now would

however       however it happened       in what way



while we





And of the fact that



some        not all       some not others       not all

at the time       at the time when       at the time that



without which       without       without which



when there is no need



and what we know from it       what we learn       from it       what we know

always allowing for

in the way       in the way that



for there to be       to be



and we cannot dismiss the idea       the idea       we cannot dismiss the idea

that what we did would       would have       that what we did would have       
would

which it is impossible       which is impossible       which cannot



all of which is

of what was at the time



like nothing else       like nothing       like       like





Of such       of such



to where before       before       to where before



and which exactly       almost exactly

for as long as       for as long       as long as



until such time



and when we go in       it is to nowhere nothing       when we go in it is to fi nd

when we enter       when we go in

to the place that       the place where



without really       really       without       without really



while all along



believing       believing that       believing in       believing that in

in the way       in the way that

and it only needs       it needs only



this world no other       other than       than



what we make of it       what we make       what we       what

or how when after



when we see it for the fi rst time       when we come to it for the fi rst time

and all we can imagine       all that we can imagine



each little       each       each little



hoping       hoping that       hoping that in or because       hoping that because





Of the movement       the movement of





Some



what is already       what already is       already



in the repeated       in       in the repeated



some       some



which is out of all proportion



lies gently on       upon

and after what seems like a long time



to the exclusion of everything else



why we always       why we never       why we       why

like a world       it is like a world       a world       like a world



and knowing that later we would       that we would later



to the point that       to the point where

more as if more       as if the idea of



would in the end       in the end would





So this must be       this must       so this       this



which it is impossible       which is impossible       which cannot

unless it is because



in all its       in all       all of its       all its       its



which otherwise       which would otherwise       which otherwise would

except       except that



what we thought might



always allowing for



what no longer       what is no longer       no longer is



and which cannot be altered       changed       altered

now       now that



each little       each       each little

in the evening       in the evening of



what we make of it       what we make       what we       what



of the end       the end of       of
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